Some people make and sell bread for a living, while other
people make and sell shoes. You, on the other hand, are
a witch and you make and sell potions with other witches.
You and the other witches are competing against each
other to be the first to make each potion. Each potion
requires a specific balance of ingredients. All you have to
do is add in the right final ingredient to make the potion,
and the potion is yours! Whoever has the most potions
when the game is over wins.
Witchful Thinking is a mathematics-based card game
of mixing ingredients of different numerical values in
a cauldron to produce a potion of equal value. Each
Ingredient card has a number ranging from -5 to +5
and each Potion card has a number ranging from -19 to
+18. Players race to adjust the formula in the cauldron by
adding ingredients until the correct potion value is made.
Once a player has the correct value, they win that potion!
CONTENTS
65 Ingredients cards
20 Potions cards
4 Spell Book cards
16 Character cards
3 Addition & Subtraction cards

SET-UP
1. Before playing, decide how many potions you and the
other witches are going to brew. The game is over when the
last potion has been made. Alternatively, set a time-limit
and the game is over when the time is up.
2. Separate the Ingredient cards from the Potion cards and
shuffle each deck.
3. Draw 4 Ingredient cards from the Ingredients deck
and place them side-by-side. These cards represent the
cauldron. Wild Ingredient cards equal 0 during this step
and any Action cards drawn must be discarded.

4. Draw the top Potion card from the Potions deck and
place it face-up close to the cauldron. If the 4 Ingredient
cards in the cauldron make the selected potion, draw a
new Potion card to make instead. Witches can only brew 1
Potion card at a time.
5. Deal 5 Ingredient cards to each witch. Do not show the
other witches your cards.

HOW TO PLAY
1. Each witch takes their turn one at a time. During a turn,
you can either:
• Place 1 Ingredient card from your hand on top of
another Ingredient card in play to give a new value to
the cauldron.
• Play the Action card, Sneaky Witch, to place 2
Ingredient cards from your hand into the cauldron.
• Play the Action card, Witch Hex, on any other witch to
randomly take 1 Ingredient card from their hand before
placing an Ingredient card into the cauldron.
2. At the end of a player’s turn, that player may discard 1
Ingredient card, if desired, and draw up to their hand limit
of 5 cards.
3. Each witch takes their turn in a clockwise order.
4. When a witch has placed an Ingredient card in the
cauldron that makes the Cauldron Value equal to the
Potion Value shown on the Potion card, that witch has
made the potion and takes the Potion card as a reward.
Draw a new Potion card to make and continue the game.
5. At the end of the game, the witch with the most collected
Potion cards wins. If there is a tie, each tied player adds the
value of their own potions together and whoever has the
greatest value wins. If there is still a tie, then all tied players
win.
Reshuffle all canceled Ingredient cards together with
the discard pile if the Ingredients deck runs out during
the game.

VIDEO TUTORIALS
www.variableoutcomes.ca/witchful-thinking.html
THE CAULDRON
A cauldron is a big pot that witches use to brew potions,
but since this is a card game, the cauldron can be the
carpet, a table, or any other surface you would like to
play on. The cauldron can only hold 4 Ingredient cards
in a horizontal line face-up. Witches add new Ingredient
cards by placing a new card on top of an old one,
which will cancel out the effects of the old ingredient. For
example, if the cauldron initially contains: +3 -2 +5 +1,
the Cauldron Value equals +7; then the next player adds
a new ingredient over the +3, now the cauldron contains:
-5 -2 +5 +1, and now the Cauldron Value equals -1. Note
that a single card can greatly change the outcome. If the
Ingredients deck runs out, just keep the top 4 cards in play
and reshuffle all of the canceled Ingredient cards and the
discarded Action cards into a new deck.

INGREDIENT CARDS
Each potion requires certain ingredients. How do you
know which ingredients to use? All you have to do is count!
Each ingredient has a number on it. Add or subtract the
numbers on each Ingredient card in the cauldron from left

to right as Ingredient cards are placed into the cauldron.
When the ingredients add up to the same number on the
Potion card, the potion has been made. For example, if the
potion you are trying to make has a Potion Value of +12,
you will have to place 4 ingredients into the cauldron that
add up to +12 in order to make that potion.
Some Ingredient cards have a W on it instead of a number.
The W stands for Wild; this means that the witch who
places this ingredient can choose if this card is worth -5 all
the way up to +5. If a Wild card is placed in the cauldron
during set-up, the Wild card is worth 0. The value of a
Wild card cannot change. Don’t use the Wild cards if they
are too complicated for little witches in training.
There are 2 types of Action cards in the Ingredients deck,
Sneaky Witch and Witch Hex:

Sneaky Witch means that the witch who plays this card can
place 2 new Ingredient cards into the cauldron instead of
1 during their turn. Witches may not stack both Ingredient
cards on top of each other when this card is played. Do
not add the second ingredient if the potion has been made
after adding the first ingredient.

Witch Hex means that the player who plays this card can
steal 1 random Ingredient card from another witch’s hand
before placing an Ingredient card into the cauldron.
Place Action cards into a discard pile after they have been
played. Do not place Action cards into the cauldron during
set-up.
Witches may discard 1 Ingredient card from their hand
into the discard pile at the end of their turn. Draw up to 5
Ingredient cards at the end of each turn.

POTION CARDS
At the start of the game, draw 1 Potion card and place it
close to the cauldron. Read the number on the Potion card
out loud so that everyone knows the Potion Value before
playing. The witch who makes the Cauldron Value equal
to the Potion Value takes the Potion card as a reward, and
then draws a new Potion card for the witches to make. The
witch who has collected the most potions when the game is
over wins! If there is a tie, each tied player adds the value
of their own potions together and whoever has the greatest
value wins. If there is still a tie, then all tied players win.

SPELL BOOK CARDS (OPTIONAL)
Spell Book cards contain a number line ranging from -20
to +20. Spell Book cards are provided for little witches in
training who need help adding and subtracting numbers.

ADDITION & SUBTRACTION CARDS (OPTIONAL)
Included in Witchful Thinking are 3 double-sided Addition &
Subtraction cards. The addition side of the card has a plus sign
(+) and the subtraction side has a minus sign (-). These cards
can be used during normal gameplay by inserting 1 card
in-between 2 Ingredient cards. Using these cards can affect
the Cauldron Value. For example, if the cauldron contains:
+3 -1 +2 +5, the Cauldron Value will equal +9. However, if
you insert Subtraction cards in-between the Ingredient cards,
the cauldron will contain: (+3) - (-1) - (+2) - (+5), and the
Cauldron Value will now equal -3.

Witches can choose to use only the addition side, the
subtraction side, or a combination of both. Don’t use the
Addition & Subtraction cards if they are too complicated
for little witches in training.

CHARACTER CARDS (OPTIONAL)
Character cards are double-sided and offer a different
Character Ability on each side. Character Abilities only
apply to the individual player, unless otherwise stated.
Witches can only use 1 Character Ability per game.
Players can choose their own Character card and
Character Ability during set-up. For an extra challenge,
randomly deal a Character card to each player before the
game starts. Alternatively, to add a little extra fun to the
game for little witches in training, let them choose their own
Character card but have them ignore the text.

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE
Witchful Thinking is a great educational resource to
familiarize children with numeracy and to strengthen their
mental math ability in both addition and subtraction. It’s
challenging for adults too!
Witchful Thinking provides learners, who are not yet
familiar with number sequence, with a number line ranging
from -20 to +20 on a card that they can keep near them
which will help them check their answers and strategize.
Witchful Thinking is designed to allow learners to practice
mathematics at their own pace. For example, only play
with Potion cards with a value of +6 or greater and
Ingredient cards that equal positive numbers for learners
who are only familiar/comfortable with addition. Once the
learner feels comfortable to move on to negative numbers,
introduce the remaining Potion cards and Ingredient cards
into the game.
If learners are looking for an extra challenge, include
the Wild Ingredient cards into the deck. When a Wild
card enters play, players must assign a number to that
card ranging from -5 to +5. These Wild cards serve as an
introduction to algebra.
Character cards offers 2 unique Character Abilities that
players can use during the game. These cards will increase
the replayability factor for Witchful Thinking which will
keep learners interested, but more importantly, these cards
will offer an extra challenge for learners who are looking
to strengthen their mathematics skills.

Finally, included in Witchful Thinking are Addition &
Subtraction cards that learners can use during normal
gameplay for an added challenge. Simply insert the
Addition & Subtraction cards in-between the Ingredient
cards to see how the Cauldron Value will be affected.
Alternatively, learners can create equations with the
Ingredient cards and the Addition & Subtraction cards
outside of normal gameplay for extra practice.
Do not reproduce this work without the written
consent of the publisher or a witch might turn
you into a newt!

